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Background Coordinated by the IAEA Atomic and Molecular Data Unit [1], the IAEA 

Coordinated Research Project (CRP) on Data for Atomic Processes of Neutral Beams in 

Fusion Plasma (“Neutral Beams”) [2] is intended to provide evaluated and recommended data 

for the principal atomic processes relevant to heating and diagnostic neutral beams in fusion 

plasmas. A tool in this effort is the code comparison benchmark on beam penetration and 

emission. The purpose of the benchmark is twofold. First, to evaluate the collisional-radiative 

models (CRM) from the perspective of the atomic data applied, required complexity and 

treatment of missing atomic data. Second, to verify correct implementation and explore the 

applicability of different physics models. The participating codes apply different levels of 

detail and methodology to solve the governing rate equations: RENATE [3], RENATE-OD 

[4], BBNBI [5], FIDASIM [6], SOS [7], CHERAB [8], CRM by O. Marchuk [9]. The effect 

of the underlying physics approaches on beam attenuation and penetration is analyzed. 

Preliminary results are shown herein, but joining the benchmark is encouraged. 

Constant profile test cases To this point, the analysis only considered hydrogen beams, as 

the input received on alkali beams is limited. The 1D beam initialized in purely ground state 

penetrates a homogeneous plasma with constant parameters, which corresponds to a step 

function in both density and temperature. 

Test cases were set up to study the effects of finite temperature, isotopes, trace impurities, and 

finally, multi-component plasmas. Details are summarized in Table 1. 
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Table 1 – Summary table of constant profile test cases. 

Test case 1, considering only the proton contribution, is interesting from the CRM perspective 

but unphysical, so test case 2 of pure hydrogen plasma (Figure 1) serves as a reference to all 

further scenarios. Beam attenuation coefficients (𝜇) were derived from part of attenuation 

curves exhibiting secondary equilibrium: n(x) = n0e
−μd. 

Preliminary results are presented in Table 2, and subsequent relative deviations in Table 3. 

These show matching attenuation coefficients within a few percent. BBNBI and CHERAB 

use the effective attenuation coefficients calculated by ADAS [10]; however, BBNBI data 

features stochasticity due to the Monte-Carlo nature of the code. Both RENATE and 
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RENATE-OD are based on the 

ALADDIN [11] database and 

solve bundled-n CRM, so no 

difference is observed for pure 

plasmas. FIDASIM and CRM-

stat (by O. Marchuk) also 

solves bundled-n CRM but 

based on ADAS; consequently, 

their agreement is excellent.  

All codes agree on a tendency 

of a significant effect of 

plasma temperature and appear 

to produce reliable results for 

the 30-100 keV test cases. 

Contrarily, 1 MeV beams are clearly out of the range of validity for some codes. 

 

Table 2 – Attenuation coefficients for H beam into H showing for different plasma 

temperatures. 

 

Table 3 – Deviation of attenuation coefficients from average for the cases in Table 2. 

As the other test cases go, cases 3-6 and 8 of Table 1 could be evaluated, as modelling with 

Tungsten impurity proved challenging. Comparison of H and D plasma showed a small 

isotope effect, resembling a slight change in temperature. The effect of impurities – provided 

the same electron density and quasi-neutrality – is a decrease in the attenuation rate. All codes 

reproduce this trend, and a more detailed analysis is in progress. 

Plasma profile test cases Realistic density and temperature profile test cases were also set up 

to study the applicability of the different approaches to practical beam-plasma modelling. One 

Scenario: 2 
Density: 1E+19 1/m3 
Temperature: 20 keV 
Beam energy: 30 keV 

Beam attenuation 

Fig. 1 – Beam attenuation in pure hydrogen plasma 
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is a standard ITER-like profile, the second test case is an ITER-like profile with a large blob 

in the SOL, while the last is a W7-X-like profile with an edge island (Table 4). 

  

Table 4 – Test cases with realistic plasma profiles 

Results (e.g. in Figure 2) show good agreement of all codes, with the CRM-solvers 

(FIDASIM and RENATE(-OD)) featuring a slightly delayed response to the density changes. 

Summary and outlook Benchmark of beam codes is in progress in the scope of the IAEA 

„Neutral Beams” CRP [2]. 7 participating codes, so far, but still possible to join. Preliminary 

results regarding beam attenuation in various conditions were presented. 

Further plans include: 1. extending benchmark to all available codes for H-beam attenuation, 

2. study of H-beam emissivity, 3. extending benchmark to alkali beam codes (Lithium, 

Sodium), 4. concluding at next IAEA Research Coordination Meeting (2021 autumn). 
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ITER scenario with blob 

Beam type: H 
Beam energy: 
100 keV 

Fig. 2 – ITER profile test case 
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